Join DEMOGRAPHY, ECONOMICS, PUBLIC POLICY, SOCIOLOGY & POPULATION STUDIES students and researchers at:

**Colloquium One** of the
Duke Population Research Institute Colloquium Series

On **Tuesday, October 25, 2005**
Time: **4:15 – 6:15 pm**
In **Lecture Theatre #04**, Ground Floor,
at the **Terry Sanford Institute of Public Policy**
*Refreshments and Light Dinner provided*

**THE PROGRAM:**
**Dr. Phil Morgan** (of Duke University)
*A Theory of Family Change and Variation: Integrating Biology, Structure, and Culture*

**Dr. Zeng Yi** (of Duke University)
*Estimating the Impacts of Demographic, Policy, and Economic Changes on Pension Deficit Rates – A Simple Method and Application to China*

**Dr. James Vaupel** (of the Max Planck Institute for Demographic Research & Duke University)
*Demographic Change Roils Period Rates*